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Bicycles are increasingly being accepted as a mode of transport in metros these days. The demand
for mobile bike repair is also on the rise after the ground won by bicycles as environment saving
transportation.  Bicycle Nation is a major cycle repair provider in London which offers many services
like ,first service, new bike build etc.

Service for Specific Requirements

The different bicycle services offered by Bicycle Nation include basic, intermediate and advanced
services. Basic bicycle service is availed by people who have not used their bicycles for quite some
time and now want to make sure if the bicycle is still in a condition to be ridden. The bicycle repair
man at â€œBicycle Nationâ€• is all trained and possess either a City and Guilds or a Cytech Level 2

Qualification. Everything from bicycle frame to gears and wheel hubs are checked under a basic
cycle repair in London.

If you are going out for a triathlon race or more than 6 months have elapsed since your last service,
you can get an intermediate service done for about 60 GBP.  The charges of service are only for the
services of bicycle repair man  and not for spares, which if replaced will be charged extra.

Tire Maintenance And Beyond

Whenever the performance of a bicycle is assessed, experts like bicycle repair man invariably look
at the tyres to evaluate their condition. The features on which a tyre should be assessed include
many characteristics. Size, durability, weight and tread type being one of the foremost areas based
on which a suitable could be selected for your bicycle. Usually the bicycle tyre in UK has sizes
stamped on the sides. Standard adult or hybrid bicycle usually have either a 26 or 27 inch tire size,
however the modern sport bicycles have tyres measured in metric system and comes in sizes of
650mm or 700mm.

Bicycle Nation also does standalone jobs on bicycle like tire fitting, puncture repair, gear indexing
etc. The charges for travelling more than 3 miles from London SE22 also apply in case the bicycle
owner asks for the mobile bike repair service. Accessories fitting services for LED function lights,
LED front and rear torch and high quality tyres for any kind bicycle can also be utilised by cyclists at
Bicycle Nation.
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Laura Wilson - About Author:
Bicycle Nation ( http://www.bicyclenation.co.uk/ ) is a business dedicated to making a  bicycle repair
man  and maintenance as convenient as possible for their customers. a  cycle repair London  and
repair is our main focus which is why we aim to carry all the tools and spares we need to do the job
We also offer bike accessories such as bicycle tyres in UK.
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